
 با سالم

سپتامبر در مجتمع امیر بهادر امتحان دادم و نمرات زیر را بدست آوردم 42من   

Reading: 24  , Listening : 28 , speaking :24   , writing : 25 , TOTAL: 101 

بود و لی تو این آزمون با متن دوم  42تا  42معموال نمره م بین  TPOبا تست های در مورد ریدینگ باید بگم که من 

 .مو تحت تاثیر قرار داد نمرهبه مشکل برخوردم و یه کم برام نا آشنا بود و کال  

 03بود و هیچ نکته خاصی نداشت. من احساس میکردم که  TPOدر مورد لیسنینگ میشد گفت که سرعتش در حد 

 شدم. 42بشم ولی به هر حال 

 رو تمرین میکردم. TPOاسپیکینگ دقیقا چیزی بود که انتظار داشتم و حدود یک ماه هر روز یه آزمون 

 ا بیست میشد ویا بیستاما در مورد رایتینگ : من قبال دو بار امتحان داده بودم ) سال های پیش( ولی نمره رایتینگ ی

 کانال. تا اینکه با و هیچ کالسی نرفتم . البته بگم که همیشه خودم تمرین میکردم و هیچ مصححی نداشتمو یک

داشتن یک تمپلت ( و اونجا بود که فهمیدم برای رایتینگ تلگرام آقای اعالیی آشنا شدم) از طریق یکی از دوستان

کسب  42) طبق گفته ها نمره تینگ ها که در کانال گذاشته شده بود اهمیت داره. من نمونه یکی از رای رچقدخوب 

ا رایتینگ با این تپلت ت 03کرده بود( رو دیدم و سعی کردم تمپلت اون رو برای خودم تمرین کنم) فکر کنم حدود 

جه به نمره هایی که قبال کسب کرده بودم( ولی خوب باورم نمیشد) با تو دیدم م رونوشتم(. وقتی نمره رایتینگ

اون رایتینگی که تو کانال گذاشته بودن و من ازش استفاده   شدو برام راضی کننده بود. 033باالخره نمرم باالی 

 کردم، در ادامه ضمیمه شده است.

اعالیی به خاطر این گروه تشکر کنم. امیدوارم به  بدین وسیله خواستم یه تجربه کوچیک رو منتقل کنم و از اقای

 برسین. تون نمره دلخواه

 

Topic: Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?  

People who develop many different skills are more successful than people who just focus on only one 

skill. 



The 20th and 21st centuries are characterized by all momentous changes they made in humans’ lives. 

Perhaps the most important milestone of these two centuries is the changes which they have made in 

science. There is no doubt that science has been developed dramatically and a lot of new fields of study 

have been created in recent decades. Besides, they have become perplexing(highly sophisticated) and 

intricate. A plethora of people are in the conviction that people should strengthen several abilities and 

have information about various subjects. Others, on the other hand, take a radically different point of 

view and allege that they should concentrate on a specific field and gain information about that 

profoundly. I am of the opinion that both of the mentioned viewpoints have their own merits and 

drawbacks, and following explanations will further elaborate on this perspective. @aalaeeTOEFLiBT 

Before the modern era, human beings did not have adequate information about their environment and 

it was possible to be aware of the all fields of science. Scientists had several titles in the past. For 

instance, Avicenna, One one of the most famous Persian scientists, is known as a mathematician, 

physician, astronomer and philosopher. Conversely, nowadays, the amount of information which exists 

is incredibly high and constantly growing. The refreshingly noteworthy statistics revealed by a recently 

conducted research in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) revealed that the amount of 

information doubles every four years. Consequently, it is not possible for a person to be knowledgeable 

enough in all fields. Even it is unlikely for a person to gain all information of one field. People have to use 

each other’s specialitiesspecialties in groups and don’t do not need to become an expert in all fields. 

That’s That is why many people believe that scientists should concentrate on a specific field. 

@aalaeeTOEFLiBT 

Different fields of science are connected to each other/inextricably intertwined and form linked parts of 

a chain. For instance, medical sciences and electrical engineering seems completely irrelevant fields at 

the first glance; however, nowadays, doctors are dependent to on electrical equipment, mainly used for 

diagnostic purposes/diagnosis, which are designed and built by electrical engineers. Without these 

facilities, medical sciences were as capable as they were 2 centuries ago. Furthermore, engineers have 

to use the knowledge of doctors to develop these the equipment/these facilities. Therefore, they have 

no other choice but working together, and they need to know about each other’s fields to work together 

easiermore easily.  In my personal opinion, it is impossible for two persons who does not have any 

information about each other’s capabilities to work together on a same issue. They need to be familiar 

with other one’s expertise rudimentarily.  @aalaeeTOEFLiBT   

In short, all the aforementioned reasons lead us to the conclusion that although people should 

concentrate on and become proficient in a specific field, they ought to have rudimentary information 

about other fields. Admittedly, various fields of science depend on each other and can be used together 

to cause a propulsion in science and make the life more convenient for people and develop the 

knowledge of human about the cosmos; however, scientists should have deep information about their 

field of study and try to expand the borders of science in that field as well. (Number of words: 

approximately 520 words) @aalaeeTOEFLiBT 


